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	Communicating with XML, 9781461409915 (1461409918), Springer, 2011


	XML (Extensible Markup Language) is the lingua franca in contemporary networked

	environments. It is intended to support communication between software modules,

	particularly on the Web, as well as communication between people involved in

	developing new XML-based solutions. Developing the new solutions for a specifi c

	domain or for a particular organization requires understanding the capabilities and

	challenges of XML-based information management. This understanding should be

	shared by professionals with various backgrounds, including technological experts

	and experts in a particular domain or organizational environment.




	The book aims to provide understanding of the possibilities and challenges of

	XML in building new information management solutions in networked organizations.

	It fi rst describes the special features of Web communication and introduces XML

	fundamentals. Then it examines the benefi ts of adopting XML in an organization

	and introduces various types of XML use: XML in document management; XML as

	a format for metadata, including metadata for the Semantic Web; and XML in support

	of data interchange between software applications and organizations. The challenges

	of adopting XML in large-scale information migration are examined at the end of

	the book. The book provides several case studies of the adoption of XML.




	This book is particularly suitable for a course offered by departments or schools of

	Information Studies, Information Systems, or Information Technology. It is also suitable

	for courses offered by departments or schools in related fi elds, including Computer

	Science, Library Studies, and Business. In addition, this book also serves as a guide to

	practice for professionals in information or communication technologies.
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Phenomenology of Life - From the Animal Soul to the Human Mind: Book II. The Human Soul in the Creative Transformation of the MindSpringer, 2007
The human condition comes into its own only, as we have pointed out before,1 when Imaginatio Creatrix emerges and progressively reaches the realization of its full potential, bringing in the freedom to interrogate and the powers of creative invention.

When we come to stand back and ponder it, we are amazed at how the ontopoietic...

		

Perspectives of Systems Informatics: 6th International Andrei Ershov Memorial Conference, PSI 2006, Novosibirsk, Russia, June 27-30, 2006Springer, 2007
This volume contains the final proceedings of the Sixth International Andrei Ershov Memorial Conference on Perspectives of System Informatics (PSI 2006), held in Akademgorodok (Novosibirsk, Russia), June 27-30, 2006.

The conference was held to honour the 75th anniversary of a member of the Russian Academy of Sciences Andrei Ershov...

		

Programming Microsoft Dynamics™ NAV 2015Packt Publishing, 2015

	Sharpen your skills and increase your productivity when programming Microsoft Dynamics NAV 2015


	About This Book

	
		The most comprehensive Dynamics NAV reference guide for programmers, developers, managers, and consultants
	
		Covers all the elements needed to learn how to do development in NAV...






	

Managing RAID on LinuxO'Reilly, 2002
"Finally, the book contains a good index and a brief appendix giving links to other sources. A very useful volume that should find favour with anyone who wishes to implement RAID on a Linux system." - Steve Boniwell, HP/Works     

   Redundant Array of Independent Disks (RAID) technology is becoming a standard feature of...

		

Software Testing using Visual Studio 2010Packt Publishing, 2010

	The Microsoft Visual Studio 2010 suite contains several features that support the needs of developers, testers, managers, and architects to simplify the development process. Visual Studio provides different editions of the products such as Professional, Premium, and Ultimate with different sets of tools. Visual Studio 2010 is tightly...


		

C++: No Experience RequiredSybex, 1997
This is how the idea of developing multimedia programs was born. Readers shouldn’t have to learn boring input/output stuff just to see what happens with their programs. If I could provide them with a suitable class library, they could learn how to manipulate these objects to produce sounds, pictures, and animations.

The resulting...
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